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1. INTROCUCTION
For wave energy to be an economically viable energy

source, the technology has to withstand power levels
during storms that can be close to 50 times higher than
during normal operating conditions [1], and withstand
many years of wear. The impact of high wave loads is
studied not only within the field of wave energy, but
has long been a subject of study for ships, platforms
and other offshore structures.

To model the force on the device under extreme and/or
overtopping waves is a difficult task. Experiments are
expensive and difficult to implement, and numerical meth-
ods are either very computationally demanding CFD-
methods, or less accurate approximative methods. In
addition, the performance and experienced forces dur-
ing extreme waves are model dependent, and different
offshore structures must be studied independently.

Here, a 1:20 scale model of the Uppsala University
point-absorber type wave energy converter (WEC) [2]
has been tested in extreme wave conditions at the COAST
Laboratory Ocean Basin at Plymouth University. The
WEC consists of a linear generator connected to a buoy
at the sea surface, and performance of two different
buoys is studied: a cylinder and cylinder with moon-
pool. Two types of wave sets have been used: focused
waves embedded into regular waves, and irregular waves.

In [3], the line forces measured in the experiment
were studied, since this is a parameter of high rele-
vance for device survivability. The focus of this paper

is on comparing the performance of the two buoys, and
on analysing the experimental data using a numerical
model. A fully non-linear computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model based on OpenFOAM is presented and
validated.

2. METHOD

2.1 Experimental setup

2.1.1 Model
The scale model is based on the point-absorber WEC

developed at Uppsala University [2]. In the 1:20 model
used in the experiment the generator damping is simpli-
fied by friction damping, exerted by Teflon blocks ap-
plying force to the vertical sides of the translator, see
Figure 1. Two buoys were tested; the first is a regu-
lar vertical cylinder (CYL) and the second is a vertical
cylinder with moonpool (CWM). The dimensions of the
buoys were chosen to give comparable waterplane area.
In full scale, the diameter of the CYL and CWM buoys
are 3.4 m and 4 m, and their masses are 5736 kg and
8592 kg, respectively, and the translator mass is 6240
kg. The remaining physical parameters can be found in
[3], where the experiment is described in more detail.
Since one of the aims of this project is to provide design
criteria for offshore survivability under extreme weather
conditions, all values are presented in full scale.

2.1.2 Waves
Extreme wave events are surface gravity waves whose

wave heights are much larger than expected for a given



Figure 1: The 1:20 model used in experiment.

sea state. When measuring survivability of offshore struc-
tures, it is common to discuss extreme waves with cer-
tain statistical return periods at a specific location. An
80-year return period sea state at the Wave Hub site
was chosen for these measurements. To represent ex-
treme wave loading on the device, focused wave events
have been embedded in regular wave backgrounds with
a range of 32 different periods and different phase posi-
tions of the embedded focused wave [4]. The background
wave period was ranged between 10.0 s and 13.7 s, and
the wave height was 7.2 m. The input for the physical
wave paddles for the embedded focused waves is derived
using the NewWave formulation [5].

In addition, two irregular wave sets were run to obtain
the system’s response in realistic operating conditions.
The irregular waves were based on a JONSWAP spec-
trum and run for 67 min (full scale). The significant
wave height for the two irregular waves was 7.2 m and
7.4 m, the maximal wave height 12.9 m and 11.7 m, and
the energy period 13.4 s and 14.0 s, respectively.

2.1.3 Measurements
The wave tank measures 35 x 15.5 m and is equipped

with 24 flap type paddles. Line force was measured by a
miniature low profile load cell, attached to the top of the
translator, see Figure 1. Motion capture of the buoy was
performed via an optical Qualisys system, synchronized
with the load cell at a sampling frequency of 128 Hz.

2.2 Numerical simulations
The WEC has been simulated in the open source soft-

ware OpenFOAM. For engineering usability, all simula-
tions were performed in full scale. The simulations are
made in 3D, and a moving mesh is used. The Open-
FOAM model is solved using the two-phase Navier-Stokes
solver interDyMFoam, and the turbulence is modeled
using the Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) ap-
proach with a RNG k-ε turbulence model. The numer-
ical wavetank was 300 m long, 100 m high and had a
width of 60 m, the water depth was 50 m. It was dis-
cretized using 800000 hexahedral mesh elements. The
waves in the model are generated and absorbed using the
library waves2Foam. The simulations were performed in

Figure 2: The incident wave simulated in Open-
FOAM is compared to the experimental wave.

two separate wave events: first 100 s of monochromatic
waves, and then 50 s of an extreme wave event, which
was a superposition of the four most significant wave
frequencies of the experimental wave. The simulated
wave is compared to the experimental wave in Figure 2.

The WEC was simulated as a floating buoy with six
degrees of freedom, restrained by a force, Fline, directed
along a unit vector from the buoy to a fixed position on
the seabed, r̂. The equation of motion for the floating
buoy is described by

(mb +mt)¨̄r(t) =

∫∫
pn̂dS − Fliner̂ −mbḡ (1)

where mb and mt are the mass of the buoy and of the
translator, r̄ is the position vector of the buoy, and p is
the water pressure. As long as the line is not slack, the
restraining forces on the buoy are given by

Fliner̂ = F̄grav + F̄PTO + F̄spring (2)

where the gravity force on the translator is F̄grav =
mtgr̂, the generator damping is F̄PTO = γṙtr̂ and the
translator has a limited stroke length governed by the
endstop spring force F̄spring = κlκδupr̂. If the line is
slack, Fline is zero. A more thorough description of the
numerical model is given in [6].

In the experiment presented in this paper, no PTO-
damping was applied. In the simulation, instead a damp-
ing of 5 kNs/m was applied, to model the mechanical
losses in the system. When the endstop spring was hit,
the elasticity of the connection line (300 kN/m in full
scale) is relevant and was included in the model.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Validation of the numerical model
The wave elevation of the numerical model agrees

well with the experimental wave, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 2. The buoy motion in surge and heave for both
buoys is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen in the fig-
ure, the heave positions from the simulations coincide
well with the experimental results. The surge motion is
slightly underestimated by the OpenFOAM model, but
the pattern with larger surge excursions for the CYL is
clearly visible and of the same magnitude. It is sug-
gested that the underestimated surge motion can be



Figure 3: Surge and heave position from Open-
FOAM simulations and experiments for the reg-
ular embedded focus wave.

partly attributed to the fact that the model neglects
the line elasticity unless the endstop spring was hit.

The line force was simulated, and compared with the
experimental force in Figure 4 for the CYL buoy. The
force is normalized by the buoyancy force according to
F = (Fline −mtg)/ρgV , where V is the submerged vol-
ume of the buoy at equilibrium. The simulated force
agrees well with the experimental data, for both the
monochromatic waves and the extreme wave. The agree-
ment for the CWM buoy is also good, but the figure has
been omitted due to page limitations.

3.2 Comparison between the two buoys

3.2.1 Buoy dynamics
The surge and heave motion in regular and embedded

extreme wave for the two buoys is shown in Figure 3.
In heave motion, the motion of the two buoys are more
or less equal and is limited by the stroke length of the
device; the translator hits the upper end stop spring in
each wave cycle.

To minimize wear on the connection line and reduce
maintenance costs of the WEC, a small surge motion is
desirable for this type of WEC [7]. In Figure 3 it can be
seen that except for a few instances, the CYL has larger
excursions in surge, despite its slightly smaller vertical

Figure 4: Normalized force. OpenFOAM simu-
lation vs. experiment for the CYL buoy.

Figure 5: Surge deviation in irregular waves.

cross section. To analyse this in a qualitative setting,
the surge deviation for irregular waves is shown in Fig-
ure 5. For this 67 min time-series of irregular waves,
the CYL buoy shows a clear tendency for larger surge
excursions. For the second irregular wave set, the result
is the same, but the tendency is weaker. The maxi-
mal surge deviation corresponds to an inclination angle
of 15◦ between the generator and the buoy, which can
be compared to full scale experiments where a maximal
angle of 8◦ was measured [7].

3.2.2 Line force
Conclusions on which buoy gives rise to the highest

line forces are more difficult to draw. In the irregular
wave tests, the CYL buoy shows a tendency to be sub-
jected to higher forces, as shown in Figure 6. The data
is presented using a Gaussian distribution in order to
clarify trends, and the measured line force is normal-
ized with the buoyancy as discussed above. However,
the tendency for higher line forces for the CYL buoy
cannot be seen in the 32 embedded focused wave tests;
in some of the tests the CWM experiences higher forces.

There is a large spread among the force measurements
that adds to the uncertainty of the conclusions regarding
line force, which has been discussed by the authors in [3].
Nevertheless, due to the consistent result in both long



Figure 6: The Gaussian distribution of the line
force for the two buoys in irregular waves.

time-series of irregular wave tests, a cautious conclusion
can be drawn that the CYL experiences a larger number
of high line forces during realistic irregular waves.

3.2.3 Turbulence
Turbulence in moonpools may affect the dynamics of

the buoys [8]. To study this, the magnitude of the tur-
bulent kinetic energy in the vicinity of the two buoys has
been plotted in Figure 7 at the time step where the surge
velocity is maximum. It can be seen that the turbulence
inside the moonpool is lower than just outside, and the
largest turbulence is found on the water surface outside
the buoy, downstream of the wave direction. It is also
seen that the turbulence in the vicinity of the CWM
buoy is not larger than in the vicinity of the CYL, im-
plying that the larger excursions in surge motion does
not derive from turbulence in the moonpool.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The dynamics of two different buoy types has been

compared when subjected to 1:20 tests in extreme wave
conditions. A line force normalized by the buoyancy
force was considered to enable a more fair comparison
between the buoys. The cylinder with moonpool has less
excursion in surge, which is a desired behavior for this
type of point absorbing WEC since it decreases the incli-
nation angle and thus the wear on the line. The cylinder
shows some tendency for a larger number of high forces
in irregular waves, but this was not seen in all of the
embedded focused wave tests. The OpenFOAM simula-
tion model compares well with experimental data both
for buoy position and line force. Using the simulation
tool, it was found that the larger surge deviation does
not derive from turbulence in the moonpool.
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